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Game Contents
Spell Stealers comes with this instruction manual and the 
following components: 

Story
Legend tells of a great and powerful magic spell protected 
within the depths of an enchanted temple. The legend 
states that the kingdom which possesses this spell will have 
unbounded prosperity and limitless power. However, the 
temple has been sealed since time began and, although many 
have tried, it is impossible to break through. The legend also 
foretells of a time to come, a time when the entrance to the 
temple will be opened and the spell will finally be accessible 
to anyone who is skilled enough to find it.

For ages, the kingdoms of the land have been training elite 
thieves, dubbed Spell Stealers, in preparation for this event. 
Players assume the role of these thieves on the day the 
temple gates finally open, in a race to traverse the temple, 
steal the spell for their kingdom, and emerge victorious. 

Overview
Spell Stealers is a press-your-luck dice game – with stealing. 
Players assume the role of master thieves, sent by the various 
kingdoms of the land, in a race to steal a powerful magic 
spell protected within an enchanted temple. 

In order to advance into the temple you need to obtain 
artifacts, represented by the set of artifact dice. Artifacts 
award you with points and points allow you to move 
through the temple. Each of the 3 artifact dice are worth 
different maximum values and have their own probabilities 
of success. You must use some strategy, coupled with some 
luck, to obtain as many artifacts as possible. But don’t get 
too greedy because failing to obtain an artifact also means 
losing any points you have accumulated during your turn. 
And, every chance you take is another opportunity for your 
opponents to steal the points you’ve worked so hard to 
obtain.

The first player to reach the magic spell in the middle of 
the game board triggers the game’s final round. The player 
deepest into the temple at the end of that round obtains the 
spell for their kingdom and wins the game.

Game Board

6 Sets of Stealing Dice
Pyramid (4-sided), Diamond (8-sided), Orb (12-sided)

1 Artifact Point 
Marker

6 Player Pawns

1 set of Artifact Dice
Pyramid (4-sided), Diamond (8-sided),  

Orb (12-sided)

1 Success Die

6 Steal Tokens

Each steal token has 
2 sides. 

A stealing side (left) 
which indicates that 
the player can steal. 

A spent side (right) 
which indicates that 

the player cannot 
steal.
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Set Up
Give each player a set of same-colored player items: 

• A set of Stealing Dice (1 Pyramid, 1 Diamond, 1 Orb)

• A Steal Token

• A Pawn

Place each Pawn at the entrance of the temple and make sure each player’s steal token is displaying the stealing side.

To determine which player goes first, all players should roll their orb stealing die at the same time. The player who rolls the 
highest number will start the game and is given the set of artifact dice, the success die, and the artifact point marker.
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On Your Turn
The current player is the player holding the artifact dice. 
When you are the current player, it is “your turn.” 

Overview
A player’s turn consists of the following steps:

1.  Set your artifact points to 0 and reset your steal token

2.  Secretly select an artifact die and roll it along with the 
success die

3.  If the colors match, quickly update your artifact points, 
then either:

 •  Press your luck (go to Step 2), or

 •  End your turn and score your artifact points

4.  If the colors do not match, your turn is over

 •  Pass the artifact dice, success die, and the artifact point 
marker to the left

Get Ready
At the beginning of your turn, reset your steal token so that 
the stealing side is facing up. Next, set your artifact points to 
0 by placing the artifact point marker on the 0 space of the 
point tracker closest to you.

Note:  If you forget to reset your steal token during this 
step, you will have to wait until your next turn 
before you can reset it again.

Obtaining Artifacts
In order to advance into the temple, you will need to obtain 
artifacts. There are 3 different types of artifacts, represented 
by the set of artifact dice.

Artifact Difficulty Max. 
Value

Numbers Colors

Easy 4 1-4 Green

Medium 8

1-4 Yellow

5-8 Green

Hard 12

1-5 Red

6-9 Yellow

10-12 Green
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The numbers on the artifact dice indicate the number of 
spaces they allow you to advance into the temple. The 
colors of the numbers indicate your chances of successfully 
obtaining that value. Green numbers are the easiest to 
obtain, red are the hardest, and yellow numbers fall 
somewhere in the middle.

Note:  Your chances of successfully obtaining any of the 
values on the pyramid artifact die are the highest, 
because it contains only green numbers. However, 
a pyramid artifact is only worth a maximum of 
4. Your chances of successfully obtaining any of 
the values on the orb artifact die are the lowest, 
because it contains green, yellow, and red numbers. 
But, an orb artifact is worth a maximum of 12.

Rolling the Dice
To attempt to obtain an artifact, you must secretly choose 
one of the 3 artifact dice and roll it along with the success die. 
You don’t want any of the other players to know what artifact 
you are attempting to obtain until the dice are out of your 
hand and onto the table.

Tip:  Hold the success die and all 3 of the artifact dice in 
one hand, hidden from everyone’s view. Secretly 
pick one of the 3 artifact dice, along with the 
success die, and roll them at the same time.

Successfully Obtaining Artifacts
If the color of the number on the artifact die matches the 
color of the symbol on the success die, you successfully 
obtain the artifact and are awarded the number of points 
indicated on the artifact die (this is tracked on the point 
tracker closest to you). 

The success die contains the following 
symbols:

Symbol Description

Any green number on the artifact die 
succeeds

Any green or yellow number on the 
artifact die succeeds

Any red number on the artifact die 
succeeds

When you successfully obtain an artifact, increase your 
artifact points by the number indicated on the artifact die. You 
do this by moving your artifact point marker by the number 
of points you just obtained. You must move your artifact 
point marker as quickly as possible (see Timing).

Note:  If you accumulate more than 19 artifact points, 
simply start counting again at the 0 space and treat 
every value on the point tracker as +20.

COLOR 
MATCH
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Once you are done updating your artifact points, you have 
a decision to make: Do you want to press your luck in an 
effort to obtain more points or do you want to end your turn 
and score the points you’ve already accumulated?

Pressing Your Luck
If you choose to press your luck, go back to the beginning of 
the Obtaining Artifacts section and start the process all over 
again.

Note:  You are free to choose any of the 3 artifact dice 
when you press your luck.

Scoring Your Artifact Points
If you choose the end your turn and score your artifact 
points, move your pawn deeper into the temple by the 
number of artifact points you accumulated during your turn 
(as indicated on the point tracker closest you). Then, pass 
the artifact dice, the success die, and the artifact point marker 
to the player on your left.

Failing to Obtain Artifacts
If the color of the number on the artifact die does not match 
the color of the symbol on the success die, you fail to obtain 
the artifact. When you fail to obtain an artifact, your turn 
is over and any artifact points you have accumulated during 
your turn are lost. You must pass the artifact dice, the success 
die, and the artifact point marker to the player on your left.

Stealing
In Spell Stealers you are always actively involved in the 
game, even when it’s not your turn. While the current player 
is attempting to obtain artifacts, all the other players are 
looking for the opportunity to steal any artifacts the current 
player successfully obtains. A player may only attempt to 
steal once per round and once they do, whether or not 
they succeed, they must flip their steal token over to the 
spent side indicating that they can no longer steal for the 
current round. This is why you reset your steal token at the 
beginning of your turn.

How to Steal
To steal an artifact, you must roll your stealing die that 
matches the artifact die the current player just successfully 
obtained. There is no need to announce that you are stealing, 
just quickly roll the appropriate stealing die (where everyone 
can see it) as soon as you determine that the artifact was 
successfully obtained by the current player and that it is 
something you want to try to steal.

Example: If the current player successfully obtained an 
orb artifact (meaning the colors matched on the dice they 
rolled), any player attempting to steal must roll their 
corresponding orb stealing die.

NO COLOR 
MATCH
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Note:  You can only steal an artifact that was successfully 
obtained by the current player (meaning the color 
of the number matched the color of the symbol on 
the dice they rolled).

Successful Steals
If the number on the stealing die is greater than or equal to 
the number on the artifact die, the artifact is successfully 
stolen. The stealing player is awarded the points the current 
player would have been awarded and moves their pawn 
forward, deeper into the temple, by the amount indicated on 
the artifact die. The stealing player must also flip their steal 
token to the spent side indicating that they may no longer 
steal until after their next turn.

The points on the current player’s point tracker are left 
alone. The current player does not gain any artifact points for 
this attempt, since the artifact was stolen, but they can still 
continue their turn. The current player now has the option 
to either:

•  press their luck in an attempt to obtain more artifacts  
(see Pressing Your Luck), or

•  end their turn and score any points they have 
accumulated (see Scoring Your Artifact Points)

Timing
There is only a small window of time in which an artifact 
can be stolen. This stealing window opens the moment the 
artifact die and the success die leave the current player’s hand. 
This window closes the moment the current player takes 
their hand off the artifact point marker, after updating their 
artifact points. Any steal attempts that happen outside of the 
stealing window automatically fail.

Players are not only racing to steal before the stealing 
window closes, they are also racing to be the first person to 
successfully steal. Steals attempts are evaluated in the order 
in which they occur and once a player successfully steals, all 
other steal attempts automatically fail. 

Note:  If multiple players attempt to steal at the same 
time, the other players must decide who attempted 
to steal first. If no decision can be made, all 
players’ steal attempts fail.

Tip:  To speed up your stealing reflexes, it might be 
easier to hold two of your stealing dice in one hand 
and the third in your other hand. This allows you 
to quickly throw your stealing dice when the time 
is right. But make sure to put all of your stealing 
dice down once your steal token is flipped to the 
spent side, otherwise you might not be able to 
resist the urge to attempt another steal.

Failed Steals
If the number on the stealing die is less than the number on 
the artifact die, the steal attempt fails. A steal attempt will 
also fail if the stealing player attempts to:

•  steal when their steal token is showing the spent side

•  steal outside of the allotted stealing window

•  steal after another player has already successfully stolen

•  steal with the wrong stealing die

•  steal an artifact that was not successfully obtained

STEALING DIE RESULT EQUAL 
TO OR HIGHER THAN CURRENT 

PLAYER’S

STEALING 
PLAYER MOVES 

AMOUNT 
SHOWN ON 

STOLEN 
ARTIFACT
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Any time a steal attempt fails, the temple punishes the 
stealing player for their greed and sends their pawn 
backwards (toward the temple’s entrance) by the amount 
indicated on their own stealing die. The stealing player must 
also flip their steal token to the spent side indicating that 
they may no longer steal until after their next turn. All other 
players who are eligible to steal may still attempt to do so.

Note:  A pawn cannot go any further back than the 
entrance to the temple.

Winning
The round in which any player’s pawn reaches, or exceeds, 
the magic spell (space 35) is considered the final round. 
The final round is played until its completion and the player 
deepest into the temple at the end claims the spell for their 
kingdom and wins the game. If two or more players tie, only 
those players will play an additional round to break the tie.

Note:  It is possible for a pawn to trigger the final round 
as the result of a successful steal. If this happens, 
the current round is considered the final round and 
is to be played out until its end. 

Rule Variations
Use any combination of the following rule variations to 
adjust the game to meet your play style.

For Beginners 
These variations may be useful for younger players and 
players who are new to Spell Stealers. These variations may 
also be useful for players who are new to board games, in 
general.

1.  Have the current player give all other players the 
opportunity to steal before moving the artifact point 
marker. 

 •  This method is not as fast-paced or exciting, but it 
helps new players understand the flow of the game 
and helps ease them into the transition of playing at 
regular speed.

2.  Do not penalize players for common mistakes. Any player 
who attempts to steal, and makes any of the following 
common mistakes, does not have to move their pawn 
backwards (they must still flip their steal token over to the 
spent side).

 •   Attempts to steal with the wrong stealing die

 •  Attempts to steal an artifact that was not successfully 
obtained

2-Player Games
1.  The players may choose to share a single point tracker 

instead of passing the artifact point marker back and forth 
each turn.

2.  If the players cannot decide on whether or not a steal 
attempt was completed within the stealing window, 
the stealing player is not required to move their pawn 
backward. They must still flip their steal token over to the 
spent side.

STEALING DIE RESULT 
LOWER THAN CURRENT 

PLAYER’S

STEALING 
PLAYER MOVES 

BACKWARDS 
AMOUNT SHOWN 
ON STEALING DIE
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